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Abstract
Purpose – Rooting in the literature on training and laying on Kirkpatrick model, this paper aims to explore key drivers of corporate training to identify how they can be combined into an integrated framework of learning for human capital development.

Design/methodology/approach – By adopting the constructivist grounded theory, this contribution analyzes the experience carried out in the last ten years by Virvelle, an Italian corporate training firm.

Findings – Results show the rise of five core categories, giving rise to an integrated model of Kirkpatrick. Their dynamic interplay led to a new orientation of Kirkpatrick model giving rise to a metalearning ecosystem.

Research limitations/implications – Managerial implications have identified key factors on which building and implementing appropriate corporate training programmes capable of triggering co-generative processes of value creation. Particularly, the essential role of learning quality culture, digital technology and personalization are detected in integrating not only hard but furthermore soft shades of learning. Concerning theoretical implications, the emergence of key structural and systems enabling dimensions for learning, and contextual mechanisms involved in reshaping training effectiveness and achieving integrated learning outcomes are detected. The main limitation of this study lies in the need to generalize results: the conceptualized framework needs to be empirically tested.

Originality/value – The value of this research is built along three main points. The first is the integration among the core categories that an integrated learning system can be built on, promoting learning quality culture through positive feedback loops. The second is represented by the chance to enhance an integrated mutual knowledge development among engaged actors, thereby shaping a more holistic and multidimensional...
learning model. The third is related to the transversal role that digital technology plays in all phases of the training process as it integrates and enriches them.
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1. **Introduction**

The current socio-economic scenario is characterized by extremely fast and competitive evolutionary dynamics. Accordingly, firms need to implement training plans to improve their competitiveness (Boahin and Hofman, 2014; Gil et al., 2015). This greatly affects industries where competition is particularly fierce and calls for vigorous approaches to improve the quality of corporate training to adapt to or even anticipate deep technological, cultural and social challenges (Kesim, 2012; Škerlavaj et al., 2007). Hence, greater flexibility and social intelligence are essential to face these complex challenges, calling for the development and strengthening of human capital (Fannon et al., 2022).

In this line, managerial literature on quality highlights how training is essential and urgent to advance employees (Ajgaonkar et al., 2022; Fannon et al., 2022), making them able to better perform their roles in accordance with goals to be achieved in a changing competitive scenario (Singh and Ahuja, 2015). Accordingly, training can boost employee motivation, generating self-efficacy and volition towards organizational excellence improvement (Swanson, 2001; Wang et al., 2018). These elements, typical of an integrated approach to Total Quality Management (TQM), are configured as strategic values themselves. However, in an overly silos approach, this value has been for long pursued and evaluated by solely strengthening technical controls, paying greater attention to hard levers of human resources quality management. Conversely, the way to perform strategic value lies in enhancing human capital pushing on training and learning, on capabilities and competencies, putting emphasis on the soft side of human resources quality management (Ershadi et al., 2019; Cucino et al., 2022).

More in depth, although the relevance for human capital development, managerial literature has not taken into the right consideration the path that from training and learning (Redden, 2022) crosses motivation (Wang et al., 2018), organizational excellence (Škerlavaj et al., 2007), training costs and expected returns (Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, 2005, 2007; Curado and Martins Teixeira, 2014).

Today more than ever, firms are asked to implement agile and responsive processes that reflect multi-skill organizational models with human resources who are capable of sharing, expanding, updating and renewing their knowledge and experience assets. Hence, unlike in the past, present working context entails the need for a soft-driven and feedback-based extensive learning typology. A positive relationship between soft side of TQM, corporate training and organizational learning can be stressed accordingly (Ajgaonkar et al., 2022; Cucino et al., 2022). Yet, there is limited evidence on the following:

1. Training programmes’ effectiveness is a still fragmented issue in literature (Bernardino and Curado, 2020);

2. Managerial literature disapproves available human resources evaluation models assumptions due to deterministic cause–effect relationships among variables involved (Sitzmann and Weinhardt, 2019);

3. Training and learning are mainly framed as internal processes to firms, forgetting the social dimension firms themselves inhabit (Jiménez-Jiménez et al., 2015) and

4. Lack of a multi-stakeholder and multi-level perspective able to co-create value on the whole socio-economic ecosystem together with institutions and social actors (Barile et al., 2021).
Following this line of inquiry, particular attention deserves the Kirkpatrick model since, from its introduction in 1959, it has been, at the same time, among the most adopted and the most criticized for human capital evaluation and development because of the hidden, rising, complexity in the passage from a level to the other.

Therefore, this study aims to fill the aforementioned research gaps by answering two research questions including:

RQ1. Which are the key drivers of an integrated training system?

RQ2. How do these drivers may be combined to generate higher levels of quality along the whole learning process?

To answer these questions, due to its exploratory nature, this study adopts a qualitative approach based on a case study analysis conducted through the Grounded Theory Method in its constructivist shade (Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Mills et al., 2006; Charmaz, 2017), rooted on an abductive inferential process in which new valid relationships between concepts and constructs can be achieved by mediating continually between observation (data), induction (reconnecting data to theory) and deduction (reinterpreting extant theory to propose new theoretical concepts). The core of the analysis was Virvelle, an Italian corporate training which adopts with positive results, a modified scheme of Kirkpatrick’s model. This valuable empirical setting allowed the transfer of experiences and practical know-how towards the conceptualization of an integrated theoretical framework for human capital development.

The paper is organized as follows. After a short introduction, Section 2 explores the conceptual background: accordingly, Section 2.1 focuses on human capital role in enhancing quality through training and education; Section 2.2 focuses on the main characteristics and managerial levers of Kirkpatrick model, highlighting the main strengths and weaknesses. Section 3 describes the methodology that has been chosen to collect and analyze data and trace the evolution of the theory. Section 4 reports the study findings. Section 5 sets results discussion while both theoretical and managerial implications are presented in Section 6. Eventually, Section 7 emphasizes final remarks and limitations of the study.

2. Literature review

2.1 Merging training and education into an integrated training system: the role of human capital in quality improvement

In the era of knowledge capitalism, the determinants of business success increasingly depend on the ability of firms to extract value from intangibles rather than from physical resources: the added value linked to value chain intangibles (R&D, design and product customization) is becoming increasingly relevant (Collins, 2021). Therefore, the growing relevance of knowledge in value creation requires a rethinking of the composition of intellectual capital itself, no longer built on tangible slack but on cognitive slack, source of learning and resilience (Nohria and Gulati, 1997; Simone et al., 2017; La Sala, 2020; Ciasullo et al., 2022). From this point of view, human capital and learning, the process of developing capabilities and competences, currently represents the most important dimension of intellectual capital, since its pivotal role in nurturing competitive advantage (Kim et al., 2021). Despite this, such a development process is often interpreted as merely functional in steering people towards higher levels of productivity (Dosi et al., 2021). Considering human capital only in instrumental terms is limiting because, through capabilities, competences and experience, the human capital makes it possible to seize unexpected and disruptive opportunities for continuous improvement (Rivera, 2020).

The type of change involving human capital as a result of development activities can be of two types (Bowen and Ostroff, 2004; Peccei and Van De Voorde, 2019; Watson, 2022):
Strong transformation occurs when acquired knowledge is not directly linked to an organizational context but can be used in numerous different contexts: this is, in short, what the organizational and managerial literature calls bridging capabilities, elements of horizontal knowledge such as negotiation, creativity and lateral thinking (Teece et al., 1997; Barile et al., 2015). On the other hand, weak transformation occurs when the acquired knowledge is idiosyncratic, i.e. context- or discipline-specific. This type of knowledge, which the literature defines as competence, loses much of its value and usefulness in a context other than its source context (Barile et al., 2015; Paauwe and Boon, 2018). In this direction, therefore, the development of human capital can take place along two different backbones, which are not alternatives (Garavan, 1997; Ragins and Ehrhardt, 2021): that of training and that of education. Training is specific and linked to the weak transformation of human capital: it has the aim of transferring – either through didactic tools or through operational experience – skills that are already defined, codified and easily controlled. This is a transfer modality oriented towards learning by doing (Anzai and Simon, 1979; Grandinetti and Di Bernardo, 2012); education, on the other hand, relates to the strong transformation of human capital and aims at developing transversal capabilities, necessary to govern uncertainty and generate new knowledge through the creativity of the human resources involved, in a logic of learning by interacting (Surdu et al., 2021).

As mentioned, however, these logics are not dichotomous: knowledge-based capitalism, characterized by processes of increasing hybridization between sectors and technological trajectories, requires economies of flexibility, creativity and knowledge integration (Grant, 1996; Salunke et al., 2019) where discontinuity, serendipity, lateral and analogical thinking become central nodes for generating new knowledge both at the process/product/service level and at the strategic/organizational/social level (Perez-Soltero et al., 2019). Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new shade of learning that includes vertical competencies but also (and above all) horizontal capabilities for drawing on and hybridizing distant disciplines and understanding languages and cognitive frames of heterogeneous extraction. There is a need for capabilities that enable and support connections between codified knowledge and new cognitive frames (Wang et al., 2018; La Sala, 2020). Designing human capital development is therefore important not only from a firm perspective, given its influence on intellectual capital (Winterton and Cafferkey, 2019), but also from the perspective of human resources, because it represents one of the main building blocks of the psychological contract, referring to the development of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997; Kodwani and Prashar, 2019) and intrinsic motivation (Bënabou and Tiro, 2003; Ryan and Deci, 2020). In general terms, therefore, human capital development is pivotal to identify and enhance dynamic and distinctive capabilities that are critical and difficult to transfer (Teece et al., 1997; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Teece, 2018) and it is among the most relevant strategic activities: training and education should be merged in an integrated training system (Verma et al., 2021; Cavallone and Palumbo, 2021). This is not, however, the only potential benefit: effectively implemented development plans, in the constant balancing of training and education needs, have a profound impact on the quality that human resources themselves are able to express through their contribution to the corporate strategy (Chandler and McEvoy, 2000; Verma et al., 2021). There is a direct influence between the development of human capital and the diffusion of quality inside and outside firms. Indeed, quality logic requires a different management philosophy that involves, in an integrated manner, new models of leadership and organizational conflict management and the valorization of needs that go beyond subsistence and security (Ohno, 1988; Ryan and Deci, 2020). Orienting human resource development towards quality, therefore, means adopting a
profoundly transformed logic with respect to the traditional training-behaviour-control taxonomy (Caza et al., 2018). Underlying this transformation and rooted in the thinking of Maslow, McGregor and Herzberg lie three different (but deeply interconnected) backbones of thought (Ohno, 1988; Mom et al., 2019):

1. In the long term, quality is closely dependent on the human resources management model. Specifically, the leadership style is a key element of such success as it directly influences the motivation and thus the effort and engagement of people towards the business objectives; if it happens, capabilities and competencies will be integrated accordingly (Barnard, 1938; Ryan and Deci, 2020);

2. The learning process is vicarious in nature: in order for learned knowledge to be transformed into behaviours and generate quality, however, management policies will be required that value self-efficacy and do not demean the dignity of people; that provide each individual with a sense of contribution within the firm and enhance it through continuous development plans according to life-long learning, life-wide learning and life-deep learning (Barnett, 2010; Bélanger, 2015); that ensure the intrinsic and extrinsic development of each person motivation (Ryan and Deci, 2020);

3. Developing human capital from a total quality perspective means orienting performance management systems towards the recognition of positive elements to be enhanced. This does not exclude the detection of errors or deviations but, from the perspective of total quality, allows a different philosophy of error to be developed: from a cost to a further learning opportunity (Ohno, 1988; Yang, 2006; Lakshman, 2006; Bouranta, 2020).

Therefore, the development of human capital is one of the most critical activities of quality management as it is pivotal to preside over corporate distinctive capabilities and competences, to support the quality of processes and related outcomes. Although the urge to reduce such activities to a mere training, standardized training is strong, especially in firms with a reactive approach to market changes, firms should adopt an attitude of continuous stimulation of individual and collective learning and integrate them with strategy, value system and culture. This is because generated learning represents a powerful tool for stimulating organizational quality (Cavallone and Palumbo, 2021). Precisely for these reasons, interventions that respond contingently to the needs of specific segments of the corporate population exploit only part of the potential of the learning process: involvement in activities that stimulate the learning of new skills and competences should in fact take place on a continuous basis, nurturing the development of human capital and reinforcing the sense of belonging to the corporate community (Pool, 2000). Therefore, launching a virtuous process of human capital development in the logic of quality means designing an integrated learning system that goes beyond firms’ vision as mechanical systems and adopts, instead, a systemic lens that overcomes the “internal-external environment” dichotomy. Managerial literature investigates numerous models of human capital development (Kaufman and Keller, 1994; Reio et al., 2017). Among these, the Kirkpatrick pyramid is still one of the most widely used (Kirkpatrick, 1959a, b, 1960a, b, 1996). Despite this widespread use and the undoubted advantages of the model, however, many of its critical issues have not yet been adequately addressed. To this end, the following section will outline its contours to highlight its advantages, criticalities and potential uses.

2.2 Kirkpatrick pyramid: structure, advantages and criticalities

As seen, in the context of a knowledge-based economy and of a complex and flexible labour market, the development of human capital has acquired strategic importance for both individuals and organizations (Dosi et al., 2021). For the former, it can be a resource to cope with changes required by less stable, non-linear and unpredictable working careers; for the
latter, it represents a fundamental lever on which to act to increase productivity and competitiveness, increasingly dependent on human capital quality. In this direction, in four articles published between 1959 and 1960, Kirkpatrick presented a set of techniques for evaluating human capital development articulated in four steps, placed in hierarchical order: the four-level model.

In these articles, Kirkpatrick outlines a sequence of evaluation activities characterized by increasing complexity in terms of procedures and resources required. The first level, i.e. reaction, refers to participants' impressions on a course outcome and aims at assessing if the learning experience (from course organization and contents to methods and materials) has been positively or negatively received (Kirkpatrick, 1959a, 1994, 1996, 1998); the second, i.e. learning, is aimed at determining the extent to which participants learned principles, procedures and techniques proposed during the course (Kirkpatrick, 1959b); the third, i.e. behaviour, is concerned with ascertaining the change in behaviours and performances (Kirkpatrick, 1960a); the fourth, i.e. results, is aimed at determining whether there have been improvements in organizational performance indicators after the course (e.g. increases in the quality of the products/services offered – Kirkpatrick, 1960b).

It is possible to read these levels in two different ways: the first divides the four levels into internal (focused on the individual learning path) and external (focused on changes after the learning path and influenced by other contextual factors) (Praslova, 2010); the second refers to the individual level (which includes reaction, learning and behavioural change) and organizational (which includes results) (Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, 2007).

Indeed, there are many strengths of the model (Alliger and Janak, 1989; Newstrom, 1995; Holton, 1996; Bates, 2004; Reio et al., 2017): it focuses the assessment on a plurality of dimensions and outcomes, posing the need for diversified measures; it made a clear distinction between learning and behaviours; it emphasized the need to think of learning in terms of results; it had a heuristic function; it reduced assessment complexity by breaking it down into elementary steps that are easily understood by practitioners. However, despite its undoubted advantages, given its diffusion and relevance among practitioners, the model has often been employed uncritically (Newstrom, 1995; Chang, 2010; Kennedy et al., 2013; Reio et al., 2017). However, criticalities may emerge along two trends:

1. The focus of evaluative activities is on the first/second level, while attempts to go as far as the third and fourth appear only sporadic (Kirkpatrick, 1998);

2. Evaluation practices are often superficial and subjective (Catalanello and Kirkpatrick, 1968).

Although the third and the fourth levels are those to which Kirkpatrick attaches most importance, they are the most neglected as well. In this direction, Kennedy et al. (2013) show that, underlying difficulties in implementing the higher levels of the model, there are reasons linked to the increasing complexity and randomness of evaluation from one level to the other (Chang, 2010; Reio et al., 2017). A first problematic assumption (Alliger and Janak, 1989; Tamkin et al., 2002; Bates, 2004) concerns the existence of a linear causal relationship among levels: that is, it is assumed that levels depend on each other in a causal chain (Bates, 2004) and that all correlations among levels are positive (Alliger and Janak, 1989; Chang, 2010). The misleading nature of this assumption has been confirmed by numerous studies (Fung and Songan, 2016) which show that reactions are difficult to use as surrogate measures of learning. The relationship between the second and third levels is also problematic since it points to the complex issue of learning transfer (Reio et al., 2017). Kirkpatrick himself declared that each level is a necessary premise but not a sufficient condition for moving to the next level (Kirkpatrick, 1959a). Indeed, even more decisively, he recognized that if learning is necessary for a change in behaviour, other concomitant conditions such as motivation, an
effective opportunity to apply what has been learned, and a professional context offering support and encouragement are also required (Kirkpatrick, 1960a). When entering the fourth level, the number of factors involved increases further due to the subjectivity in measuring benefits in terms of behaviour (Kirkpatrick, 1960b). Thus, in agreement with Holton (1996), it can be argued that Kirkpatrick was not clear about the relationship among levels: on the one hand, he acknowledges that many factors can influence the outcomes of the development plan and thus that relationships among levels are not simple and linear; on the other hand, however, he proposes statements and concepts from which it seems possible to infer a simple sequential causal relationship among levels.

Eventually, it may be useful to dwell on a further assumption. The model implies a hierarchy of value among levels: proceeding from the first to the fourth makes evaluation more difficult and costly, but also more meaningful (Kirkpatrick, 1996). The assumption that the four proposed dimensions constitute hierarchical levels, placed in ascending order according to the value of the information they provide, can be considered problematic both because it may lead to the first levels being neglected and their relevance underestimated, and because it conveys the idea that what only counts is firms’ point of view (Alliger and Janak, 1989; Bates, 2004). With respect to this issue and its potential criticality, Stokking (1996) suggests that it would be more appropriate to talk about criteria rather than levels of evaluation. Therefore, the Kirkpatrick pyramid needs additional support in terms of relevant factors and contextual mechanisms involved in achieving valuable learning outcomes (Tamkin et al., 2002). Next sections will address this issue.

3. Methodology

3.1 Research design

This exploratory study is based on the GTM adopting a constructivist lens (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Mills et al., 2006). We opted for GTM given its usefulness in exploring single, yet fuzzy, contexts of investigation. Indeed, while quantitative research aims at verifying pre-existing theories in a causative sense, GTM aims to systematically collect and analyze research data consistent with the context of detection adopting an interpretative lens when it is uneasy or challenging to set variables and statistical relations among them (Corbetta, 2003).

Indeed, this method was deemed suitable for the study for the following reasons: 1) the lack of an integrated framework oriented towards human capital development that transcends firms’ boundaries; 2) the multiple factors that contribute to the effectiveness of the human capital development and the difficulty of defining its overall relevance; 3) the wide variety of approaches to human capital development (internal and external, indoor and outdoor, for hard and soft skills, traditional and innovative, face-to-face and online, etc.) that produced heterogeneous information on management practices that require systematization to draw renewed theoretical approaches. The following section illustrates the methodology implemented and describes the business case, the composition of the sample investigated and the data coding process.

3.2 Context of investigation

Virvelle is an Italian consulting and training firm and employment agency that offers integrated services for human capital development. Indeed, case company’s mission is to design and deliver highly engaging and integrated training programmes aimed at improving participants’ capabilities, professional skills, and competencies, pushing on self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation.

Various training methodologies and multidisciplinary educational interventions such as classroom laboratories, Outdoor Management Training, coaching and so on are put in place.
Furthermore, integrated training systems are managed aiming at merging supply and demand of work also thanks to the support of innovative digital technologies (e.g. platforms for online teaching, live chat, cloud systems, etc.).

A global training service is thus offered which spans from demand analysis to learning assessment.

Specifically, by drawing on Kirkpatrick pyramid, a deep analysis of learning needs is carried out to implement educational paths in line with customer needs (i.e. firms' gap in terms of capabilities, competencies and skills) and is capable of affecting the improvement of organizational processes and human resource management. This is realized by tailoring each plan according to customer-based needs and their AS IS state. The goal is to develop knowledge consistent with trainees' professional needs. Individual, group, outdoor, online, and creative training methodologies respond to the different learning styles of both younger and older people, and they are renewed according to scientific and pedagogical updates.

3.3 Participants
In four months, 38 among employees, managers, trainers and freelance accounts belonging to Virvelle were interviewed: answers were grouped according to respondents' role. Table 1 describes the final sample.

The sample did not include trainees as they were all university students with three to six months of work experience. The largest category was that of office workers (n = 21; mean age = 35.2; SD = 5.6; graduated = 20; 5% male), which included a wide range of study paths. The 21 employees can be separated into three different organizational areas: 1) delivery (7), 2) operational support (7) and 3) design and development (7). Following the first phase of coding, the “theoretical sampling” was updated (Birks and Mills, 2015; Charmaz, 2017): the initial sample, made up only of employees and managers, was then extended to include trainers as well. All 31 people involved in the firm were interviewed, using the process of theoretical sampling. It was considered appropriate to include freelance accounts only later, and they had a predominantly commercial role on a national basis. All the people were interviewed, reaching the total number of 38 members. The aim was to “saturate the categories” (Birks and Mills, 2015), identifying further cases to explore and deepen corporate training and describe it in all its complexity.

3.4 Data collection: interview protocol
Three rounds of in-depth interviews were conducted following a semi-structured questionnaire with open questions (Patton, 1990). This technique has been chosen because

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Results</td>
<td>It relates to the improvements that the training has made</td>
<td>Bates (2004), e Cunha et al. (2010), Holton (1996), Yannill and McLean (2001) and Cheng and Ho (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Behaviour</td>
<td>It refers to how much the participants actually changed in terms of skills in their daily work</td>
<td>Baldwin and Ford (1988), McLean and Moss (2003), Burke and Baldwin (1999), Grossman and Salas (2011) and Chiaburu et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>It evaluates what the participant has actually learned in terms of skills, knowledge and attitudes</td>
<td>Florea et al. (2016), Steele et al. (2016), Perez-Soltero et al. (2019) and Filmer et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>It refers to what the participants think and feel at the end of the course; it is the satisfaction of those who have received the training</td>
<td>Ward et al. (2006), Phillips and Phillips (2009) and Noe et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Kirkpatrick's four-level training evaluation model
it is suitable for the analysis of elaborated in this research since it collaboratively builds intersubjective representations and interpretations of variables under investigation through the reciprocal process of perception, interaction, communication and meaning exchange between interviewers and the interviewees (Charmaz, 2006).

The first round of interviews involved all the participants (see previous section). It included general questions aimed at knowing what is meant by learning and what corporate processes of human capital development entailed (Table 2).

The second round involved less respondents, identified as those knowledgeable on emerging opportunities and issues. Questions focused on problems faced, from the training programme design to the learning outcomes evaluation, with a special emphasis on main critical issues handled. Interviews were analyzed and interpreted by the whole research team and further questions were aimed at deepening the perception of respondents on categories and concepts emerged.

Then, the last round of interviews was conducted again involving all the participants. This included further questions on the four phases around which the Virvelle training systems orbit: needs analysis, planning, delivery and evaluation.

3.5 Data analysis: coding process

As Figure 1 shows, data were analyzed over a period of five months along three coding rounds, (1) “open coding”, (2) “axial coding” and (3) “theoretical coding”: the first two rounds attain the substantive coding phase and the third attains to the conceptualization phase (Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Charmaz, 2017).

Starting from the base of the pyramid (Figure 1), during the first round, open interviews were audio-recorded and later listened. The first listening did not involve transcription but only the recovery of key concepts. After a second listening, interviews were transcribed and read again. The first reading stressed issues to be addressed, and subsequent ones allowed a first memorizing process.

After this initial open coding process, we moved to axial coding. This was aimed at bringing out possible interpretative paths through the identification of “units of minimal meaning” and after the attribution of names to categories (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). This allowed proceeding to the “method of comparisons” among key concepts, highlighting differences and similarities and saturating the “theoretical sampling” by extending the initial sample (i.e. freelance accounts). Therefore, salient themes, interpretative categories and relationships among them were achieved, and causal links were hypothesized.

Nvivo software was used for automatic and semi-automatic analysis of qualitative data and text interpretation by adopting the technique of Verbatim (see Section 4.1).

By testing causal links emerged from axial coding, and identifying core categories, the theoretical coding led to a more abstract conceptualization of data according to which new theoretical concept has been detected. We discussed the data structure among all researchers involved to ensure data analysis reliability. A final analysis report was sent to case company for control of accuracy.

4. Research findings

4.1 Substantive coding and categories emersion

Data collection, interview administration and observation take place at the same time as the coding, as GTM states. Particularly, drawing on the first round of interviews, it was possible to get some primary data (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). The transcription of the semi-structured interviews, as part of the coding, made it possible to grasp the overall meaning from responses and proceed with word-by-word coding. Respondents shared their experiences and reported critical moments by explaining activities and practices carried out. Accordingly, to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Male %</th>
<th>No/not yet</th>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Economics</th>
<th>Sociology</th>
<th>Psychology</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
elicit the process followed in the conceptual codes’ extraction, a *verbatim* approach has been adopted, and events were analyzed and compared to similar/dissimilar episodes. The main topics that interviews addressed were about the following:

1. The meaning given to corporate training and learning;
2. Critical issues most frequently encountered in training provision;
3. Critical issues that constrain training effectiveness;
4. Research of financial opportunities and analysis of socio-economic needs;
5. Co-design of intra-firm or inter-firm training programmes;
6. Search for public and private partners to engage in the training offer;
7. Exploration of new methods and tools for training outcomes evaluation.

Furthermore, respondents’ reactions and non-verbal behaviours have been reported and coded (Eldh *et al.*, 2020). A plus (+) or a minus (−) has been added to qualify the direction of the emotional reaction:

1. Presence/absence of doubts while speaking → *code “A”*;
2. Strength/weakness in supporting opinions → *code “B”*;
3. Involvement/lack of participation → *code “C”*;
4. Non-verbal agreement/disagreement → *code “D”*.

This led to the emergence of numerous issues then grouped around 63 conceptual codes (Table 3).

The first coding process turned out to be complex. Several crucial issues emerged, such as difficulty in promoting the strategic importance of training, hiring of top management, the involvement of workers, the need for technical and managerial features, the evaluation of learning, the need to promote collaboration, the engagement of entrepreneurial texture and other relevant stakeholders. Also, it emerged a general climate of uncertainty linked to the possible alignment/misalignment between what has been culturally exposed values and base assumption. Starting from the identification of conceptual codes, the next coding phase was conducted by merging a second round of interviews with an interpretative attitude (axial
It is not easy to induce a person who has been working for 20, 30, 40 years to have to change their way of working. ‘We have always done in this way’ represents a resistance to the new.”

“Learning from experience and with experience is a composite process, which includes and guides the evolution of learning. Learning, in the intertwining of formal, non-formal, and informal training, develops understanding, promotes conceptualization, facilitates the identification of significant objectives with respect to one’s needs to define them in realistic terms, helps to seek and select opportunities... Learning to learn is essential in the current world of work and beyond”

“Some still believe that once they have entered the world of work, they have finally closed the studio: thinking like this means being out of the market in a short time”

“The use of experience before any active technique makes the subject in training the protagonist. Only with experience will he be able to develop existential skills, both personal ones, such as the ability to recognize emotions and know how to manage them, self-reflection and awareness of one’s identity, both social ones such as the ability to cooperate and communicate effectively, and those of self-government, such as knowing how to define objectives, evaluate one’s resources, obstacles and constraints, plan one’s actions”

“Whole groups of teachers and trainers who do not know the studies of pedagogy, effective communication, multiple intelligences, ...”

“The existence of an individual is not shattered into non-communicating segments. People bring their life into work and bring work issues into their personal life. It is necessary to understand how training courses contribute to improving the quality of life, through the integration among existential and professional, technical, personal and relational skills”

“We are in the era of feedback and emotion is internal feedback. The evaluation of a training path cannot ignore what the participants feel”

“The role of emotions in learning is fundamental: it is learned by sympathy. The emotion goes together with the memory because the amygdala and hippocampus are connected. Learning means remembering and this can be more effective by touching emotional chords”

“After school, many young people are tempted not to enroll in university, continue to deal with things that excite them and pursue the brands in which they recognize themselves most...”

“For some time now, training has been going through the so-called corporate academies that impart specific skills by virtue of real needs. Not infrequently, the training effectiveness of these offers is lower because there is a lack of engagement, a component that can only be provided through an adequate organizational culture”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbatim quotations from transcript (sample)</th>
<th>Verbatim codes</th>
<th>Substantive codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“It is not easy to induce a person who has been working for 20, 30, 40 years to have to change their way of working. ‘We have always done in this way’ represents a resistance to the new.”</td>
<td>A⁻</td>
<td>1. Continuous training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Learning from experience and with experience is a composite process, which includes and guides the evolution of learning. Learning, in the intertwining of formal, non-formal, and informal training, develops understanding, promotes conceptualization, facilitates the identification of significant objectives with respect to one’s needs to define them in realistic terms, helps to seek and select opportunities... Learning to learn is essential in the current world of work and beyond”</td>
<td>A⁻</td>
<td>4. Experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Some still believe that once they have entered the world of work, they have finally closed the studio: thinking like this means being out of the market in a short time”</td>
<td>B⁺</td>
<td>2. Formal, non-formal and informal learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Whole groups of teachers and trainers who do not know the studies of pedagogy, effective communication, multiple intelligences, ...”</td>
<td>C⁻</td>
<td>6. Awareness of one’s own identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The existence of an individual is not shattered into non-communicating segments. People bring their life into work and bring work issues into their personal life. It is necessary to understand how training courses contribute to improving the quality of life, through the integration among existential and professional, technical, personal and relational skills”</td>
<td>D⁻</td>
<td>7. Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are in the era of feedback and emotion is internal feedback. The evaluation of a training path cannot ignore what the participants feel”</td>
<td>A⁺</td>
<td>11. Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The role of emotions in learning is fundamental: it is learned by sympathy. The emotion goes together with the memory because the amygdala and hippocampus are connected. Learning means remembering and this can be more effective by touching emotional chords”</td>
<td>B⁺</td>
<td>12. Reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“After school, many young people are tempted not to enroll in university, continue to deal with things that excite them and pursue the brands in which they recognize themselves most...”</td>
<td>C⁺</td>
<td>13. Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“For some time now, training has been going through the so-called corporate academies that impart specific skills by virtue of real needs. Not infrequently, the training effectiveness of these offers is lower because there is a lack of engagement, a component that can only be provided through an adequate organizational culture”</td>
<td>D⁺</td>
<td>14. Emotion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Sample of the substantive coding
“Training means helping people to re-elaborate their own experience, to conceive new ideas, to better connect concepts, emotions, attitudes regarding the important and critical things in their work. Training means facilitating the acquisition of tools and methods to be more effective in one’s organizational role and moreover it means making people reflect on the lived experience, learn from these new resources to give new meanings, and direct it towards values, goals and needs by mobilizing new energies and a new spirit of research.”

“Perhaps the most critical aspect of training concerns the learning culture. Sometimes it takes months to convince companies to start pre-funded training courses. Whether they are workers or managers, one often encounters a certain skepticism. The real success of training occurs when people come to understand the importance and strategic nature of training courses, for individuals, groups, and the entire organization.”

“One of the problems of education is that, historically being a one-to-many model, based on a directive approach, it does not value individual characteristics and flattens out differences. Technology customization now allows you to choose your own training path, bringing the person back to the center of the learning process, to promote growth and intellectual, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral development.”

“The offer of online lessons on demand or daily recaps can help commuters or those who are busy not to be left behind, allowing them to follow a lesson several times until they have mastered the subject.”

“In these months of pandemic emergency, very strong intellectual resistance has been felt on the part of a wide range of users who remain deeply analog and fear a decrease in human contacts. The goal of this literacy, however, is not the total rejection of face-to-face teaching, but a hybridization of traditional methods with new technologies to amplify their effects.”

“There are managers who, before a training course, tell you ‘We work here, we don’t play’ . . . but then, at the end of the course, they became our biggest supporters.”

“Play can be defined as a pre-cultural factor, determining in any society in the pedagogical learning process; but when a managerial training through play is proposed, an initial resistance of the participants must be considered. Yet computer games are fundamental for the development of cognitive, metacognitive and socio-cognitive skills.”

Table 3. (continued)
“The tracking system of interactions and experiences through a shared chain, and therefore not alterable, capable of recording titles, activities, working and non-working relationships, storing them in such a way that they are always accessible and highlighted, is the opportunity for new use of a system up to now little known, above all for its ability to create economic value.”

“The Blockchain can be used to certify and collect experiences and skills, attributable to the world of education and culture. This is because it allows to record the actual participation and the results of a course of study or training, even if not formal and informal, to make it visible and recallable, testable, and recognizable, thanks to the structures that issue it.”

“Coaching, mentoring, focus groups, cross-functional training, etc. have a dual objective: to develop role and personal skills, with a view to efficiency, as well as to increase collective well-being. Too often the interests of the worker and those of the organization are interpreted as different or even divergent. Work takes up at least a third of our days, therefore, the purpose of training is to improve not only work performance, but our life.”

“In the context of so-called ‘first generation’ teaching, the measurement took place based on the number of hours provided. But that doesn’t tell you what you’ve done or what you can do. We need to operationalize skills, find descriptors that measure knowledge, know-how and knowing how to be. You cannot manage what you are unable to measure, and you cannot improve what you are unable to manage.”

“Obviously, it is easier to measure a two-year training process aimed at developing leadership skills than 16 hours of public speaking. Training requires long times and integrated processes.”

“Unfortunately, we work in watertight compartments; learning must be a strategic choice for the entire country. Many of the limitations of the training plans derive from the poor integration between Government, Research and Businesses. The business model towards which we are moving is that of Public Private Partnerships, this also involves learning and training.”

“Integrating institutions, universities and businesses means knowing what the strategic levers of the country are and focusing on those through the education and training system. The players in the training are many, they must work in synergy.”

“In other countries, companies can network and promote training actions for (often technical) company positions that they could not individually develop. In Italy, this does not happen; yet the industrial fabric, composed mainly of SMEs, does not offer many other solutions.”

“Never before has it been possible to share resources and, when it comes to ‘knowledge’, achieving networked economies is even easier.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbatim quotations from transcript (sample)</th>
<th>Verbatim codes</th>
<th>Substantive codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The tracking system of interactions and experiences through a shared chain, and therefore not alterable, capable of recording titles, activities, working and non-working relationships, storing them in such a way that they are always accessible and highlighted, is the opportunity for new use of a system up to now little known, above all for its ability to create economic value.”</td>
<td>A+</td>
<td>40. Tracking system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The Blockchain can be used to certify and collect experiences and skills, attributable to the world of education and culture. This is because it allows to record the actual participation and the results of a course of study or training, even if not formal and informal, to make it visible and recallable, testable, and recognizable, thanks to the structures that issue it.”</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>41. Curricula online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Coaching, mentoring, focus groups, cross-functional training, etc. have a dual objective: to develop role and personal skills, with a view to efficiency, as well as to increase collective well-being. Too often the interests of the worker and those of the organization are interpreted as different or even divergent. Work takes up at least a third of our days, therefore, the purpose of training is to improve not only work performance, but our life.”</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>42. Blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“In the context of so-called ‘first generation’ teaching, the measurement took place based on the number of hours provided. But that doesn’t tell you what you’ve done or what you can do. We need to operationalize skills, find descriptors that measure knowledge, know-how and knowing how to be. You cannot manage what you are unable to measure, and you cannot improve what you are unable to manage.”</td>
<td>D+</td>
<td>43. Record of results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Obviously, it is easier to measure a two-year training process aimed at developing leadership skills than 16 hours of public speaking. Training requires long times and integrated processes.”</td>
<td>A-</td>
<td>44. Verified skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Unfortunately, we work in watertight compartments; learning must be a strategic choice for the entire country. Many of the limitations of the training plans derive from the poor integration between Government, Research and Businesses. The business model towards which we are moving is that of Public Private Partnerships, this also involves learning and training.”</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>45. Training supply/demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Integrating institutions, universities and businesses means knowing what the strategic levers of the country are and focusing on those through the education and training system. The players in the training are many, they must work in synergy.”</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>46. Individual and worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“In other countries, companies can network and promote training actions for (often technical) company positions that they could not individually develop. In Italy, this does not happen; yet the industrial fabric, composed mainly of SMEs, does not offer many other solutions.”</td>
<td>D+</td>
<td>47. Improving life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Never before has it been possible to share resources and, when it comes to ‘knowledge’, achieving networked economies is even easier.”</td>
<td>A-</td>
<td>48. Collective and individual well-being</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.
The aim was to conceptualize ideas and events that respondents named in a different way even if referring to the same issues (see Table 4).

At the end of this round, 16 conceptual categories emerged. These were integrated and read through the lens provided by codes that emerged during the axial coding phase. To summarize and contextualize results, a third round of interview has been conducted. This third phase of coding made it possible to avoid misunderstanding of the main activities around which Virvelle organizes learning design, provision and evaluation. This led to a higher level of abstraction in which five sub-categories have been detected, as shown in Figure 2.

This first result emerging from both open coding and axial coding rounds highlights the breadth and transversality of human capital development, which has taken on a transformative role for firms to the point of playing a leading role in sustaining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substantive codes</th>
<th>Conceptual categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life-long learning, continuing education, formal, non-formal and informal, learning to learn</td>
<td>Life-long/wide/deep learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiences, existential skills, awareness of one’s own identity</td>
<td>Self-awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual, emotion, personalization, multiple intelligences</td>
<td>Emotion and personalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion, satisfaction, reaction, feedback, improvement</td>
<td>Emotion and satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific skills, organizational culture, engagement, academy</td>
<td>Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important things, culture, values, goals, strategicity of training</td>
<td>Categorical values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive-transmissive approach, technology, personalization, choosing your own path</td>
<td>Digital technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative methods, daily recap, every moment is a good moment to learn</td>
<td>Metalearning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional methodologies, blended learning, hybridization, synergies</td>
<td>Onlife learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game, technology, computer games, integration between generations</td>
<td>Gamification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking system, curricula online, blockchain, record of results, skills tested, training supply/demand</td>
<td>Blockchain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual and worker, improving life, collective and individual well-being</td>
<td>Organizational excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operationalize the constructs, measure the skills, long-term analysis, training evaluation</td>
<td>Training effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public–private-partnership, multiplayer offer, integrated service</td>
<td>Systemic logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies networking, knowledge economy, synergies, interaction, country system</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-formal and informal learning, financing funds, industrial fabric</td>
<td>Supply/demand balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
socio-economic development. Figure 2 provides an overview – still structural – that highlights its main strategic and operational pillars, i.e., (1) customization, (2) hard and soft skills, (3) measurement, (4) digital technology and (5) integration.

**Figure 2.** The five sub-core categories of corporate training (continued)
4.2 Theoretical coding and the emerging conceptual framework

The theoretical coding phase returns to the unified meaning of the phenomenon under investigation: through a continuous process of induction/deduction, typical of Constructivist GTM, novel relations among old and new categories have been detected. Answering the first research question (RQ1), sub-core categories (see Sec. 4.1) have been merged together with original Kirkpatrick’s model (reaction, learning, behaviour and results) giving rise to an integrated Kirkpatrick model, rooted in new theoretical themes (i.e. core categories), that overcomes previous hierarchical logic, embracing a circular and all-encompassing one. Lower side of Figure 3 shows the emersion of an integrated learning system at an individual and organizational level, while the upper side shows the projection of such model and how it affects and influences policies and welfare at a socio-economic level.

4.2.1 Customization – reaction. The first pair to be framed is that of customization – reaction resulting in (1a) values alignment/(1b) culture alignment. Ongoing radical technological, economic and social transformations imply the need to personalize both capabilities and competencies being trained, even to the extent of personalizing the entire learning process. Human capital development programmes, thus, can no longer be generalist, unidirectional and standardized, but necessarily require the activation of customization processes based on the specific needs and cultural characteristics of firms, trainers and learners (Bélanger, 2015). A lack of integration among culture, values and training programmes could result in a cultural block preventing a positive reaction. Thus, it is pivotal to work on the emotional structure of human resources because it could enhance their motivation to learn (Ryan and Deci, 2020).

This, however, is not enough. As stated during interviews, customizing learning cannot ignore considerations that embrace the value system and cultural models that guide public policies and funding. Thus, a double level of customization emerges, whose effects on learning provision value can be read along two axes: on the one hand, the customization of a training programme enables a better fit in value between the knowledge transmitted and...
human resources to whom it is destined; on the other hand, the different actors involved in training provision, as socio-economic players, need to accomplish a new mindset of doing education and training programmes that reflect a convergent strategic orientation grounded on a cohesive learning culture.

4.2.2 Hard and soft skills transmission – learning. The second pair is that of hard and soft skills transmission – learning resulting in (2a) organizational well-being/(2b) socio-economic well-being. Firm performances are achieved by integrating both visible and hidden organizational elements such as hard skills, and particularly soft skills (Marchiori et al., 2022). Moreover, learning is a function of positive emotions (Clarke, 2010) and managing learned capabilities, competencies, and hard and soft skills can be only partially taught (Mattingly and Kraiger, 2019). This clearly emerges from interviews, where different actors involved (employees, freelance accounts and managers) stressed the need to frame learning as a game (e.g. gamification) as a lever of engagement and happiness at work. Therefore, if learning crosses emotional elements, it is also based on people engagement pushing on and enhancing their sense of community. In this sense, organizational well-being is the humus which enables and fertilizes the transfer of capabilities, competencies and skills to the socio-economic level: pushing on learning generates necessary creative energy in even more competitive and changing scenarios.

4.2.3 Hard and soft skills application – behaviour. The third pair is that of hard and soft skills application – behaviour, resulting in (3a) goal setting/(3b) social awareness. Indeed, corporate strategic and operational goals need to be transformed through acted behaviours. Although defined in relation to a specific set of competences, a goal is a social device that regulates behaviours, gives a purpose and often legitimizes actions performed by all human
resources involved in corporate activities (Locke and Latham, 1990). While setting challenging goals (i.e. Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Time-bound – SMART) generates a powerful drive for improvement, setting them incorrectly can be dangerous. The lack of goals understanding, for example, could manifest in the growing struggle to manage behaviours: human resources may modify their actions – implementing gaming or cheating behaviours – for the sole purpose of reaching the set goal (Gray et al., 2015).

Therefore, goals have a strong bearing on behaviours that human resources learn to perceive as desired and integrated with the strategy: this interaction cannot be ignored. Positive behaviours towards corporate goal achievement depend on the ability to influence levers that underlie the soft elements such as motivation, self-efficacy and commitment to taking risks. During the interviews, it emerged that goal setting is concerned with both the effective stimulation towards the development of soft skills and attitudes at work and the teaching of how to set such goals in generating new actionable knowledge. This allows to anticipate, prevent and recover from possible relapses into obsolete behaviours, pushing on social awareness and increased ability to solve emergent socio-economic issues by simulating the necessary coping skills.

4.2.4 Measurement – results. The fourth pair is measurement – results, which translates into (4) gap analysis and detection. Giving value to the acquisition and subsequent application of knowledge requires constant analysis of key skills, their mapping and measurement not solely following a quantitative logic but above all a qualitative one, involving both trainers and learners to share acquired knowledge with their real-life context (Praslova, 2010). This implies the need to carefully assess the effects that human capital development has on individuals, firms and at a contextual level, putting in place a continuous process of identifying and filling knowledge gaps.

Indeed, the focus must be on the development of employees’ soft skills, mindset, and attitude towards behavioural change, aimed at acquiring and integrating new knowledge (Reio et al., 2017).

At the same time, a very important purpose is to determine whether goals have been achieved, to evaluate in a systematic and comprehensive way training needs and the effectiveness of training programmes along the whole training process and its main phases and not solely at its end. Indeed, interviews stressed that this ability to fill in the knowledge gaps helps to raise the awareness of human resource managers, professional experts and even governments to educate both trainers and learners to adjust their prior knowledge developing new learning tools and approaches. The active participation of learners and trainers and the opportunity to experience what has been learnt have an impact on changing old habits into desired new ones that can have an impact on the work environment and the entire socio-economic scenario.

4.2.5 Digital technology – integration. The last pair is that of digital technology – integration giving rise to (5) socio-technical synergies. The activation of combined technological infrastructures enables all previous categories to interact among each other. Indeed, digitalization empowers possibilities previously unthinkable, offering integrated platforms of interaction and evaluation, measurement devices, and personalization tools with significant impact on the socio-economic development of societies at large (Bernardino and Curado, 2020). The ongoing disruptive technological wave involves the transfer of values and the creation of social bonds far beyond the sole training provision.

To develop, human capital requires the constant improvement of both education and learning practices by integrating information and sharing knowledge via collaborative networks among corporate training organizations, firms and public/private institutions, such as universities, research centres and government agencies. In this line, from interviews, managers stressed the role of blockchain technologies for certifying and validating capabilities and competencies, thereby providing a tougher base for competitive advantage not solely for firms but above all for territories on which they operate (Barile et al., 2021).
Overall theoretical coding showed how human capital development represents an ineliminable strategic task not only for firms but for overall socio-economic context since it combines individual learning (individual level), multiplies effectiveness in results (organizational level) and generates synergies with the whole community (socio-economic level). Indeed, as explained, lower part of Figure 3 shows the emersion of an integrated learning system, while the upper side shows the projection of those effects of mutual combining among previously discussed core categories. However, this requires a broader understanding of mechanisms that might best engender this joint combination. This will be discussed in the next section.

5. Discussion: highlighting systems feedback spreading learning total quality culture

Results section stressed the need to uncover mechanisms thanks to which learning programmes enable knowledge spreading and value transfer at socio-economic level. This demands for a wider investigation of learning needs and a deep understanding of the integration among individual, organizational and related socio-technical motives, considering the entire human resources development in a holistic view that crosses organizations’ boundaries.

This is allowed by integrating motives and goals of firms and socio-economic stakeholders and digital technologies (such as blockchain) able to customize training offerings; to certify skills; to reinforce the contextual impact of knowledge acquired by human resources at the organizational level; and to act as a knowledge amplifier thanks to network effects (Jain et al., 2021). Therefore, capabilities and competences developed at organizational level constitute policymakers’ fuel for customizing social skills, thereby designing policies and norms for the satisfaction of emerging socio-economic needs.

Indeed, although core categories can be read alone and facilitate the emergence of new specific learning initiatives both at the individual and at the organizational levels, it is only in their joint reading that is possible to nurture the creation and dissemination of new knowledge and the diffusion of a quality culture at the socio-economic level. Interaction is central since it emphasizes the need for actors that traditionally operate separately to work together: policymakers with welfare policies; firms, with generation and transfer of knowledge customized on specificities of their human resources; and individuals, with both an active role in their working and life context enacting what they have learnt.

In fact, human capital needs to be considered in its dual dimension of uniqueness and interaction: customizing learning provision along these two lines allows human resources to perceive knowledge as co-created and as an improving personal experience. Knowledge transmission is a cultural process that shares with training the sole content transferred: developing capabilities and competences is a function of soft variables such as positive emotions, curiosity and organizational well-being.

Moreover, to allow knowledge created at the organizational level to spread and permeate the whole socio-economic system, it is necessary to involve policymakers, and public and private institutions, in targeting crucial capabilities, competencies and skills for socio-economic strategic development.

Accordingly, looking at Figure 4, it is possible to identify two mechanisms, both involving human capital, operating at two different levels of analysis: customized capabilities and competencies development, at an individual and organizational level; and learning TQ culture spread, at the socio-economic level.

The first mechanism follows a “weak transformation” logic where the acquired knowledge and behaviours are context-specific. However, if read in a sole contextual logic, learning may lose much of its effectiveness, value and usefulness in a context other than its source. For this reason, it is needed to involve a strong transformation of human capital.
As seen (Section 2.1), strong transformations occur when acquired knowledge is not directly linked to a single context but can be used in multiple heterogeneous scenarios. Thus, to transform contextual knowledge into behaviours and generate quality, management policies need to be oriented beyond firms’ borders: this shade of learning is essential given its influence on intellectual capital development.

Accordingly, the second mechanism is oriented towards the spread of a TQ philosophy at a socio-economic level. Quality philosophy involves, in an integrated manner, new models of leadership and conflict management and the valorization of needs beyond subsistence and security: launching a virtuous process of human capital development in the logic of quality means designing a learning system that goes beyond firms’ as mechanical systems and overcomes the “internal–external environment” dichotomy (Perez-Soltero et al., 2019). From a continuous improvement perspective – the cornerstone of the TQ philosophy – this allows policymakers to trace virtuous and iterative circles that, starting from the development of new competences and capabilities, end with the generation of new policies with a direct impact on socio-economic well-being.
Hence policymakers, together with universities and corporate training organizations, should define strategic priorities and goals, facilitating the rise of real metalearning ecosystems and directing their effects towards the co-creation of value (Ratten, 2020; Ciasullo et al., 2020).

Consequently, a metalearning ecosystem is conceptualized: it materializes when learning structures and processes, and behaviours combine synergistically improving individuals (e.g. development of capabilities/competencies/skills, self-efficacy and motivation), organizations (e.g. commitment, and development of firm-specific knowledge) and the whole socio-economic context (e.g. quality of life, quality of institutions and services, welfare, and territorial competitive advantage) towards quality.

Therefore, answering the second research question (RQ2), it is possible to argue that total quality constitutes a true values system that inspires and realizes the virtuous circle underlining integrated learning. Every result achieved at firm level is thus harmonized with the socio-economic fabric in an integrated and organic engine of continuous improvement that constantly restarts the learning cycle.

6. Theoretical and managerial implications
This study has interesting managerial and theoretical implications. With regard to the managerial implications, findings from the first part of this research made it possible to identify key factors on which build and implement appropriate corporate training programmes. By expanding the level of analysis, it is possible to set managerial implications along two lines of thought: from a first point of view, a renovated mindset for education and training programmes design that reflects a cohesive learning culture should be taken into consideration by both public and private actors, such as corporate training organizations, universities and governments, with the strategic orientation aimed at implementing an integrated learning system capable of triggering co-generative processes of value creation. In accordance with this evidence, both public and private institutions should orient policies and related investments towards shaping, financing and supporting integrated learning systems able to reflect this multifaceted scenario. Indeed, the overall research highlights a new conceptual model that is more consistent with the current knowledge capitalism. Furthermore, since training processes have increasingly become the result of multi-level integration among different actors, the evaluation criteria of Kirkpatrick need to involve people, firms and communities.

From the second point of view, results achieved in the second part of this research highlight the essential role of quality culture, digitization and skill customization in integrating hard/soft sides of learning. Through the synthesis of these processes, the research highlights the need for an andragogical change that sees people at the centre of any training process oriented towards integrated learning. Trainers and training firms, supported by digital learning platforms and in-depth gap analysis and detection processes of technical and personal capabilities, competencies and skills, will have the opportunity to develop increasingly personalized, relevant knowledge.

Furthermore, important implications also emerge from a theoretical point of view. The proposed model, obtained from a complex mediation between induction and deduction, intends to bring out systems dynamics by relating core categories and training phases of the integrated Kirkpatrick model. Although the result of an exploratory study, this study suggests new correlations not yet investigated, systematized and understood in detail to researchers and academics. Then, from a theoretical standpoint, a research agenda is introduced that encourages future research to explore how metalearning ecosystem emergence can be fostered by corporate training through the proposal of an original classification of 1. the key structural and systems enabling dimensions; 2. the contextual mechanisms in which these dimensions can reshape training effectiveness in achieving integrated learning outcomes.
7. Conclusion, limitations and future research

From seminal Kirkpatrick’s contributions relating to the centrality of competences, many reflections have taken place. However, the literature on the topic under investigation does not categorize the drivers and mediated mechanisms that characterize an all-encompassing corporate training process. Drawing on the collected data analyzed through the lens of constructivist grounded theory, and by investigating an Italian best practice, the study proposes a multi-level and multi-actor perspective that can support further research to systematize and measure the categories and outcome of the business skills learning process.

The overall research highlights three important issues. The first one is the essential integration between strategic elements of corporate training and the core categories that an integrated learning system can be built on. The proposed conceptual framework allows the definition of a broad theme and, at the same time, multiple economic, social and political interconnections. Therefore, interesting scientific considerations arise thanks to this systematization on a theoretical construct that has been mainly investigated in a fragmented and non-organic way. The proposed model allows to hypothesize the existence of causal links and recursive feedback loops among different levels, paving the way for further investigations based on quantitative approaches. Moreover, findings underlined that knowledge integration rising from human capital development can be extended to both public and private actors, who participate in policies provision, giving rise to a metalearning ecosystem. This starts from individuals, goes on to include economic organizations and extends up to socio-economic institutions and the scientific and political world.

The second relevant issue is represented by the relevant role of the evaluation. The main result that emerges from the analysis of this second issue lies upon the opportunity to achieve more holistic and multidimensional models of learning evaluation.

The third issue is related to the transversal role that technology plays in all phases of the training process as it integrates them. In the next few years, to give an example, blockchain technologies will allow the certification and validation of core capabilities and competencies, also providing a stronger base for an improved shape of competitive advantage. This is also thanks to the support it can guarantee for the correct analysis of training needs at an individual, organizational and socio-economic level. Moreover, a pivotal role is played by the total quality mindset and culture which, set as a bundle of categorical values, enables – in a constant feedback – the integration among individuals, firms and socio-economic fabric giving rise to a true metalearning ecosystem.

On the other hand, the main limitation of this study lies in the need to generalize results: the conceptualized framework needs to be empirically tested. A possible path, for instance, may be found in examining how the proposed recursive feedback loops affect different knowledge at individual, organizational and socio-economic levels in the long run. Generalizable results can be produced this way, and the relationships between the main drivers and outcomes hypothesized in this work can be tested.
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